Press release

Harbour Investment enters into a Share Purchase
Agreement with Omeko Papier Sp. z o.o. Poland
Frankfurt, Germany - March 4, 2022
Harbour Investment enters into a Share Purchase Agreement with Omeko Papier Sp.
z o.o. Poland.
Omeko is one of the largest manufacturers of POS and label in East Europe.
Harbour Investment integrates Omeko into its portfolio of Schades - R+S Group, the
largest Group of POS and Label manufactures in Europe.
This investment is a commitment to the pan-European market and its transformation to
be an Omnichannel provider.
“I am very proud and thrilled about this exciting transaction for our Group Family. This
will further enable our strategy of sustainable growth and success.” said Marcel
Bergmann, CEO of Schades - R+S Group.
“This acquisition is another realization of the various growth strategies pursued by our
group, and we will continue to achieve innovative success by providing higher customer
satisfaction and value through differentiated competitiveness.” said Jun Park, CSO of
Schades - R+S Group.
“It is a big day for our team and our clients. Being part of Schades - R+S Group will
strengthen Omeko leading regional position and enable our clients to benefit from many
synergies that we will achieve as a group. Omeko team will get access to Group knowhow and expertise. Together with Omeko experience on Central European market, it will
make even biggest Pan-European projects possible” said Marcin Dworzański, CEO and
previous owner of Omeko.
“Joining Schades - R+S Group is a very important milestone for Omeko. For years we
have been sharing same values - commitment to excellent customer service, focus on
long term perspective, drive and ambition to be the market leader. Now, together we can
grow further and provide the most reliable supply of highest quality paper products.” said
Maciej Dworzański, Vice President and previous owner of Omeko.
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About Harbour Investment
Harbour Investment is a family-owned fund with a passion for paper products and with
decades of experience in this highly specialised industry. Harbour-Investment makes
long-term investments in the global paper industry. The investment portfolio covers a
range of production and sales companies focusing on paper rolls, self-adhesive labels
and flexible packaging in the European Market.
About Schades - R+S Group
Schades - R+S Group produce, sell and distribute paper rolls and self-adhesive labels.
With production sites in Germany, Denmark, France and the UK and sales offices and/or
warehouses at production sites as well as in Spain, Sweden, Finland and Switzerland,
Schades - R+S Group offer a local presence and an extensive distribution network
across Europe.
About Omeko
Omeko is a leading manufacturer of cash register rolls and labels for Central European
markets. The company has over 25 years of experience in the industry and provides
customers with products matching highest quality standards.
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